Glaciation as a migratory switch

Robert M. Zink1* and Aubrey S. Gardner2

Migratory behavior in birds is evolutionarily plastic, but it is unclear how this behavior responded during glacial cycles. One view is that at glacial maxima, species simply shifted their breeding ranges south of glacial ice and remained migratory. To test this hypothesis, we constructed ecological niche models for breeding and wintering ranges of 56 species, finding that 70% of currently long-distance North American migrant species likely lacked suitable breeding habitat in North America at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), and we hypothesized that they reverted to the ancestral state of being tropical sedentary residents. A smaller percentage of short-distance migrants (27%) experienced altered migratory behavior at the LGM, although the ranges of all species were shifted southward, as traditionally envisioned. We suggest that many species oscillate between sedentary and migratory strategies with each glacial cycle acting as an adaptive switch. Thus, range shifts occur more frequently than speculation events and are inadequately depicted by phylogenetic reconstructions. We suggest that reconstructing the evolutionary history of traits, such as migratory behavior, is best served by using ranges at glacial maxima. A phylogeny of warblers strongly predicted LGM, but not present distributions, and suggested that migration was re-expressed from three tropical centers of warbler diversity. Understanding of evolutionary history will be improved when reconstructions use distributions relevant to the time of character transitions.

INTRODUCTION

Observations in historic times reveal that species ranges expand and contract on decadal scales. Reconstructions of the distributions of Northern Hemisphere glaciers led to the conclusion that species ranges were necessarily fluid over millennial scales because thousands of square kilometers of landscape that provided suitable habitat during interglacials were ice-covered during glacial maxima (1). Despite our extensive understanding of glacial history, many evolutionary reconstructions do not adequately account for glacial-induced range shifts. For example, it is usually assumed (2–4) that migratory behavior in birds evolved in once-sedentary tropical species in which populations expanded northward following glacial retreat, eventually reaching an environmental threshold caused by seasonal climatic deterioration and reduction of the food supply, which triggered an annual postbreeding migration southward back to ancestral tropical areas. Components of this “southern home hypothesis” (SHH) include (i) a fitness advantage to individuals that migrate, (ii) establishment of an intermediate partially migratory population, and (iii) the concomitant northward advance of the southern breeding limit, creating a sizeable gap between the breeding and wintering areas. The SHH is attractive because it could explain how birds hatched in far-north temperate forests successfully survive their first winters in markedly differing tropical forests; ecologically speaking, they are “returning home” (5, 6) and do not need to evolve a new set of adaptations to tropical biotic and abiotic conditions (7), unlike requirements for the alternative “northern home” hypothesis (2, 3). A fundamental question concerns how glacial cycles influence the expression of migratory behavior.

Traditional interpretations typically have implied that at glacial maxima, north-temperate migratory species shifted their breeding grounds to localized southerly glacial refugia but remained migratory, migrating shorter distances to the same wintering areas. Winger et al. ([8], p. 12119] suggested that “Plio-Pleistocene glaciations have clearly served to modify geographic ranges and migratory distances and routes...” Given the rapidity with which migration can be expressed or suppressed both experimentally and in natural situations (9), an alternative to a southern shift in breeding ranges is that species ceased migratory behavior at glacial maxima and reverted to being tropical sedentary residents (10). With the transition to the next interglacial and the environmental amelioration of areas previously occupied during the previous interglacial, migratory behavior would be re-expressed. Species whose durations span multiple glacial cycles would experience multiple oscillations between migratory and sedentary behavior, with glaciation being the adaptive switch. To our knowledge, this has not been previously proposed.

Niche modeling and LGM breeding distributions

We constructed climatic ecological niche models (11) for breeding and wintering ranges independently at the present and at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 21,000 years before present) for a taxonomically diverse set of 56 long-distance migrant (LDM) or short-distance migrant (SDM) species to determine whether LGM breeding ranges existed in North America (appendix S1). Species were chosen to (i) represent a well-sampled phylogeny (8, 12, 13) and (ii) provide taxonomic breadth. This exercise assumes, as have hundreds of published studies [for example, the study of Peterson et al. (14)], that species’ fundamental ecological niches have been conserved since the LGM. However, whether a species is present in an area depends on both the climatic regime and suitable habitat, and in some instances, a climate niche model suggests appropriate climatic conditions, but habitat reconstructions suggest an inappropriate habitat. Thus, we consulted maps of the approximate distribution of major vegetation types at the LGM (15) to check whether climate niche models predict presence in areas of inappropriate vegetation. We classified species as LDMs or SDMs; the distinction is somewhat subjective, but in general, for the latter, there is a relatively short distance between breeding and wintering areas (2). If a species’ predicted LGM breeding ranges were lacking or very small and wintering ranges equal to or greater than at the present, we inferred that the species switched from migratory to sedentary. We reasoned that very small populations coupled with the costs of migration would prevent persistence over tens of thousands of generations in the Northern Hemisphere during glacial maxima.
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Given that many species winter in the tropics and are presumed to have once been tropical sedentary breeding residents, we assume that resumption of tropical breeding not only is feasible but also provides a fitness advantage to individuals that cease migration at glacial maxima. It is not possible at the present to predict ranges at glacial maxima that predate the LGM, but we assume that if migratory status changed between the LGM and the present, then it would have been similarly labile across older glacial-interglacial transitions.

RESULTS

The ranges of all species were either consistent with those at the present or shifted southward, often considerably (Fig. 1). Although this general result has long been appreciated (1), our results provide a more explicit demonstration that not all species ranges during glacial maxima, such as the LGM, were displaced southward by a consistent degree. For 20 of 29 (69%) LDMs, we estimated a North American range at the LGM that was nonexistent or insufficient to support breeding populations (Table 1 and Figs. 2 and 3). For these species (for example, Fig. 3), the winter ranges at the LGM were equal to or greater in extent than present wintering ranges. Hence, we concluded that these species reverted to being tropical sedentary (that is, nonmigratory) breeders at the LGM, owing to the lack of suitable breeding habitat in southern North America, despite extended land area owing to lowered sea level. Although many species exhibit an apparently disjunct LGM wintering distribution (see maps in appendix S1), which could imply intra-tropical migration (either north to south or vice versa), the habitat in western South America was deemed unsuitable for forest-dwelling species [see maps by Ray and Adams (15)], and we did not consider this as a viable LGM winter breeding area. We found that a relatively high percentage of western breeding migrants of both thrushes and warblers remained migratory during the LGM (Fig. 2 and appendix S1), suggesting a difference between species in eastern and western North America. For SDMs, we found that 17 of 22 (77%) species apparently remained migratory through the last glacial cycle. Overall, 63% of LDMs or SDMs altered their migratory behavior during the LGM. Most of those

Table 1. Summary of changes in migration status between the condition at the present and that at the LGM. See appendix S2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LGM</th>
<th>LDM</th>
<th>SDM</th>
<th>Not migratory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LDM</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDM</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not migratory</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Experimental studies have shown that migratory behavior can be suppressed or expressed in just a few generations (9, 16–18), revealing considerable plasticity. The direction of migration can also be altered in a few generations in captivity and in the wild (9). Thus, once the physiological migration machinery has evolved, glaciation is a switch that can lead to adaptive shifts from migratory to sedentary behavior depending on the phase of the glacial cycle. These behavioral switches would not have been instantaneous but would have been on the same time scale as shifting glacial environments. However, transitions from warm interglacials to cold glacial maxima occurred gradually, whereas transitions from cold glacial maxima to warm interglacials occurred very quickly (19). Therefore, the ability of birds to rapidly shift migratory strategy would be adaptive. Results presented herein suggest that migratory behavior is a labile character and was likely suppressed at glacial maxima and re-expressed during interglacial periods, concomitant with major shifts in breeding ranges. Thus, shifts in a species’ ranges and the resulting effects on migratory strategies occur with a higher frequency than speciation events. In essence, what we propose is that the processes involved in the SHH model can be repeated multiple times over the course of a species’ history, as opposed to occurring only once in a lineage.

To explore the ecology of distributions for each species and season, we tallied the three bioclimate variables that were the top contributors for each species’ model. All the 19 climate layers were within the top three of at least one species, and across the 56 species, no two species had the same top three most important climate layers for either breeding and nonbreeding periods, showing that a diversity of climate layers influence distributions across species (appendix S2). The climate layers most frequently in the top three most important factors were as follows: annual mean temperature, isothermality, temperature seasonality, maximum temperature of the warmest month, mean temperature of the warmest quarter, precipitation of the warmest quarter for breeding ranges, temperature seasonality, temperature annual range, mean temperature of the coldest quarter, precipitation seasonality, precipitation of the wettest month, isothermality, and precipitation of the warmest quarter (table S1). Thus, temperature measures contributed most to breeding ranges, and temperature and precipitation contributed most to wintering ranges.

Given that niche models depend on their own set of assumptions (20), it is possible that more extensive suitable areas were present at the LGM but are underrepresented in the current environment, upon
which the model is based, thereby leading to underprediction of habitable area (21). We explored this issue by rerunning models with differing climate layers but found no changes to our results (see Materials and Methods). Furthermore, the amount of available habitat predicted by models of plant species distributions (22) also suggests that LGM populations would be very small and likely not viable for the duration of an interglacial period. Because the niche models built on climatic niches of current breeding populations did not predict presence in Central or South America at the LGM, it suggests a major climatic niche shift for breeding populations at each major phase of the glacial cycle (which are extended processes themselves). However, given that many migrant species spend most of their annual cycle in the tropics, it is not likely an insurmountable problem to (re)initiate breeding on the ancestral wintering grounds during glacial maxima, as has been suggested for Nearctic species that might breed secondarily along southward migratory routes (23). Furthermore, many but not all tropical habitats were more, not less, extensive at the LGM (24), supporting the notion of an expanded area for tropical breeding in species for which migration was suppressed during glacial maxima.

**Effects of oscillating migratory status on phylogenetic reconstruction of migration in New World warblers**

Hypotheses about the evolution of avian migration can be tested by plotting the distribution of migratory behavior on a phylogenetic tree (25, 26). If the SHH was the dominant mode for the evolution of migration, one should observe a consistent transition from sedentary to migratory. However, phylogenetic tests mostly using parsimony found no consistent support for any particular migration hypothesis (10), which could result from several factors. First, the hypothesis might apply to only some species. Second, reconstruction methods, such as parsimony mapping (25), restrict multiple changes along branches, which might be unrealistic given the species durations that span multiple glacial cycles (10, 26). That is, if migration is expressed and suppressed at the temporal scale of glacial cycles, reconstruction methods should reveal that changes in character state (migratory and sedentary) occur much more frequently than speciation events.

We reconstructed the history of migratory behavior on a phylogenetic tree (12, 13) for a clade of 23 North American wood warblers using
Given the likelihood that the history of migration is underestimated on our trees, it is not possible to test this hypothesis. Winger et al. (8) suggested that "seasonal migration between breeding ranges in North America and winter ranges in the Neotropics evolved primarily via shifts of winter ranges toward the tropics from ancestral ranges in North America" and that "seasonal migration promoted colonization of the tropics from North America." First, we assume that they mean that the expression rather than the evolutionary origin of migration is what occurred. Second, their analysis was based on a phylogenetic "domino" model that consisted of three latitudinal bands representing North America, Mesoamerica plus the Caribbean, and South America, and two columns representing breeding and wintering, in which they scored transitions from area to area. However, their analysis implicitly assumes that each latitudinal band was equally habitable at all times, which seems unlikely given our understanding of the geography of glacial distributions and the results of our niche models. We suggest that seasonal migration promoted colonization of North America from the tropics.

**Ancestral areas and the re-expression of migratory behavior**

Frequent shifts in species' ranges across glacial cycles have implications for inferring locations of ancestral areas (30), which provide an additional perspective on the expression of migratory behavior. We coded the geographic breeding ranges for the 23 warbler species (13) at the present and at the LGM and independently inferred ancestral areas and the number of vicariant and dispersal events using statistical
dispersal-vicariance analysis (31) in the software Rasp2 (32). It is apparent that LGM distributions have a striking phylogenetic signal (Fig. 5), whereas no such relationship is apparent in the reconstruction based on present distributions (which are usually used in these reconstructions). Assuming present ranges as terminal states, the first split of the ancestral area was between northern and eastern North America, with a subsequent complex biogeographic history entailing 11 vicariant events. In the companion analysis, three major areas on the phylogeny, South America, Central America, and the Caribbean, were centers of LGM diversity. An initial dichotomy suggested that South America and the Caribbean were the first two areas to diverge via vicariance. Overall, there were five estimated vicariant events. We suggest that re-expression of migration at the onset of the current interglacial stemmed from these three centers of LGM diversity, which is not apparent in the reconstruction based on current ranges. We consider this support for the notion that investigation of evolutionary history might best use reconstructed LGM ranges because they represent the most likely areas (and times) where changes in migratory behavior and speciation occurred. Of course, it is usually not possible to match particular evolutionary events to a given glacial advance, but our analysis suggests that using present distributions as the starting point in evolutionary reconstructions could be likely misleading.

CONCLUSIONS
In retrospect, it has been widely acknowledged that species ranges shifted during glacial maxima. Even highly sedentary animals, such as salamanders, were forced to move long distances during glacial maxima to novel areas (33). How these observations alone have been insufficient to influence assumptions behind evolutionary reconstructions is puzzling. We provide one of the first empirical demonstrations of the variable nature and magnitude of range shifts at glacial maxima. These range shifts have implications for evolutionary reconstructions. In the case of avian migration, we are proposing a modification of a model often used to explain the “evolution” of migration. That is, we are proposing no new mechanisms, only that the expression and suppression of migration occur multiple times with a given species lineage, driven by whatever life history strategy produces the highest fitness at that time. The onset and termination of glacial cycles act as an adaptive switch. We believe that this better describes the evolution of migratory behavior in birds. Our results also have implications for other types of evolutionary reconstructions. For example, it is often assumed that lineage divergence and speciation occurs during glacial maxima when displaced populations are isolated in refugia. Because range shifts occur more frequently than speciation events, phylogenetic reconstructions of speciation [for example, the study of Weir and Schluter (34)] might have greater validity if they used distributions that better approximate those at glacial maxima, because these more likely represent species ranges at the time that speciation occurred.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unique breeding and wintering locality records were obtained from the Breeding Bird Survey (accessed at www.pwrc.usgs.gov/bbs), ORNIS2 (http://ornis2.ornisnet.org/), and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (www.gbif.org) data site, and these were used to produce ecological niche models separately for breeding and wintering populations using Maxent (version 3.3.3k) (35). Wintering records were limited to those from December to January to avoid potential migrant individuals. Breeding and wintering models were obtained for both the present and the LGM (Community Climate System Model). The 19 bioclim layers (36) for the New World were used to develop the niche models. Climate layers were not trimmed to constrain the model to locality points because our goal was to discover geographic regions where the species might have occurred during the LGM winter, and constraining the evaluated area would prevent finding areas that are outside the “expected” ranges. We performed some runs of Maxent with trimmed climate layers, but they had no effect on the results; therefore, each species was evaluated under the same climate envelope.

It is well known that the climate layers are correlated, and many solutions had been proposed to mitigate redundancy. Some authors computed correlation coefficients among climate layers and eliminated those that were highly correlated. However, this makes little statistical sense unless correlation coefficients are extremely high because there is residual variation that can be important, especially across many ecologically different species, such as analyzed here. In appendix S2, we show that all climate variables were important for at least one species, and no two species range estimates were based on the same layers.

Hence, for each data set, we followed Brown and Knowles (37) and performed three replicates of Maxent and, based on the average of these, selected the bioclim layers that contributed >5% to the model, and reran Maxent with these layers only for a total of 10 times; the average of the 10 runs was taken. Maxent outputs a measure of the overall performance of the model, estimated as the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). AUC values higher than 0.5 indicate a better predictive ability, with a value of 1 indicating a perfect prediction. Here, niche models estimated under current climate conditions had mean test AUC values of >0.85, indicating a very good ability to discriminate between presence and absence locations.
Bioclim variables represent annual variation, and it is possible that including climate data from outside the temporal window a species occupies, a given area could bias the results. Some had advocated excluding climate data from parts of the year when the species is absent from an area (38). We suggested that this is inappropriate for several reasons: First, in many species, birds of different sexes and ages leave the breeding or wintering grounds at different times and over an extended period, and it would be arbitrary to pick a single time interval. Second, in our opinion, climate models for birds do an excellent job of predicting avian distributions because they are keyed in to the major features of vegetation, which determines whether birds occur in an area or not. Vegetation only grows in an area if the climate is suitable for 12 months of the year, and for this reason, we felt that using the annual climate layers is the most appropriate. That is, if birds are keying in on vegetation/habitat features, and vegetation/habitat is a product of annual patterns of temperature, precipitation, and seasonality, then it is appropriate to include all the climate layers.

Nonetheless, to explore the effects of using layers representing the entire year, models using only bioclim layers 5, 8, 10, 13, 16, and 18 (representing periods when the species were likely in North America) were repeated for 10 species (Canada warbler, chestnut-sided warbler, Cape May warbler, Tennessee warbler, golden-winged warbler, Kentucky warbler, blackpoll warbler, blackburnian warbler, veery, and gray-cheeked thrush) that we estimated to be absent from North America at the LGM. None of these models suggested different results, and the results are not shown.

We recognized that multiple opinions exist on how best to construct and interpret niche models. Some of the variation in opinion stemmed from the goals of a particular project, such as identifying precise distributions. Because our main goal in this study was to ascertain whether sufficient predicted breeding areas occurred in North America during the LGM, the precise limits were not as important as the areal extent of the predicted areas. Thus, as long as the predicted distribution was approximately 10% or less of the current breeding distribution, we assumed that a species would not be successful in sustaining breeding populations in small areas in southern North America across the duration of a glacial maximum; many species showed no suitable area at the LGM.

Models were displayed in DIVA-GIS and maps produced of distributional presence/absence using the equal test sensitivity and specificity threshold produced in Maxent; although this threshold is typically larger than others, the “fixed cumulative value 10” was also evaluated and did not alter our conclusions. Maxent’s auto-features and the default regularization multiplier parameter (1.0) were used, except that the number of iterations was increased to 1500 to allow the program to reach the default convergence threshold, and the option “extrapolate” was not used.

We recognized that multiple ways exist to optimize character states on trees, but our goal was to ask whether generalizations resulting from present-day migratory status are retained if the state at the LGM is assumed. We also recognized that migration per se is not a “character” but rather a composite of different physiological conditions, including hyperplasia, migratory restlessness (Zugunruhe), and navigational ability (10). For the warbler data set (13), we reconstructed the history of migration on phylogenetic trees using stochastic character mapping (27) because it allows character-state transitions along individual branches in the software Mesquite (39), assuming an estimated migratory status at the LGM (and assuming that currently sedentary species also were sedentary at the LGM). Huelsenbeck et al. (27) noted that this method is “an application of Nielsen’s (2002) method for mapping characters under continuous-time Markov models that is fundamentally different from the parsimony method,” and that “more than a single change is allowed on a branch and the probability of a change on a branch increases with its length.” Therefore, we used this method instead of a parsimony-based method.

We coded the warbler tree as to geographic range at the present and inferred at the LGM and used the default settings in the program Rasp2 (32) to infer the ancestral areas and the number of dispersal and vicariant events. Rasp2 is an event-based biogeographic method assuming vicariance as a null hypothesis with costs assessed costs for dispersal and extinction [see the study of Fernando et al. (30) for additional details]. We designated 10 areas: North America, northern North America, western North America, eastern North America, southern North America, Central America, South America, Sonoran Desert, Central Texas, and the Caribbean. All areas were assigned to the outgroup, and the maximum number of areas in ancestral distributions was set to four.

**Supplementary Materials**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/9/e1603133/DC1

appendix S1. Maps showing predicted distribution of breeding and wintering season climatic niches at the LGM.

fig. S1A. Broad-winged hawk (Buteo platypterus) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S1B. Broad-winged hawk predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S2A. Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S2B. Swainson’s hawk predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S3A. Rough-legged hawk (Buteo lagopus) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S3B. Rough-legged hawk predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S4A. Swainson’s thrush (Catharus ustulatus) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S4B. Swainson’s thrush predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S5A. Macgillivray’s warbler (Geothlypis trichas) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S5B. Macgillivray’s warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S6A. Yellow warbler (S. petechia) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S6B. Yellow warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S7A. Black-throated blue warbler (S. caerulescens) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S7B. Black-throated blue warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S8A. Bullock’s oriole (Icterus bullockii) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S8B. Bullock’s oriole predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S9A. Orange-crowned warbler (Vermivora celata) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S9B. Orange-crowned warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S10A. Colima warbler (Oreothlypis cristatus) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S10B. Colima warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S11A. Virginia warbler (Leiothlypis virginiae) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S11B. Virginia warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S12A. Nashville warbler (Leiothlypis ruficapilla) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S12B. Nashville warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S13A. Audubon’s warbler (S. auduboni) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S13B. Audubon’s warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S14A. Myrtle warbler (S. coronata) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S14B. Myrtle warbler predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S15A. Lincoln’s Sparrow (Melospiza lincolnii) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S15B. Lincoln’s Sparrow predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S16. Gray-cheeked thrush (Catharus bicknellii/minimus) predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S17. Veery (Catharus fuscescens) predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S18A. Wood thrush (Hylocichla mustelina) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S18B. Wood thrush predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S19A. Orchard oriole (Icterus spurius) predicted breeding distribution at the LGM.

fig. S19B. Orchard oriole predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S20A. Baltimore oriole (Icterus galbula) predicted breeding distribution (arrow) at the LGM.

fig. S20B. Baltimore oriole predicted wintering distribution at the LGM.

fig. S21A. Blue-winged warbler (Vermivora cyanoptera) predicted breeding distribution (arrows) at the LGM.
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